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Mark of the Rose
To honor his oath, he’ll offer a Fae lord his soul… Lord Uthe, a member of the Vampire Council, was a Templar Knight
centuries ago. Even up to the present day, he has attempted to honor the spirit of the Rule, despite the volatile and highly
sexual nature of the vampire world. Yet now he’s caught the attention of the Fae Lord Keldwyn, liaison between the Council
and Fae Court. Keldwyn challenges Uthe’s emotional isolation and dominant nature. When a quest from Uthe’s past requires
Keldwyn’s help to protect both their worlds, Uthe will have to decide whether the Fae male is a gift from God to be
cherished and trusted, or a curse that will make Uthe fail the Order he promised to serve all his life.

Queen of Kings
Games have never been more deadly. Clara and Alaric make their way to Nightwich to make an appearance before the
queen in the heart of the vampire court. Surrounded by vampires, they must make them all believe Clara bears the mark of
her vampire master. She must quickly learn to play by the rules set by the vampire Queen. Finding an ally is imperative but
can anyone be trusted?

Vampire Mistress
Hearing that Henry VIII's new queen is in danger, Rhys Williams engages the help of Verity Llewellyn, a lady-in-waiting
eager to prove her abilities as a vampire hunter. Rhys suspects the weakening queen has fallen victim to a vampire. And
the fact that she is pregnant makes the situation all the more dangerous
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Undead and Unappreciated
All she wants. All she needs. All for love… When he becomes Lady Lyssa’s full servant, Jacob crosses the threshold into a
darker relationship with her than he’s known before. His time as a vampire hunter certainly hadn’t prepared him to
embrace a world where humans are sexual commodities, but he adapted. Now he finds the integrity of his soul challenged
as he serves his Mistress’s needs as fully as he services her desires. The vampire world believes human servants are
inferior, a vital source for their varying appetites. Jacob knows a human servant is far more than that. His Mistress needs a
warrior, a friend and a lover. A man who will serve her in all ways, even if he has to betray the priceless treasure of her
love.

Taken by a Vampire
When her independent reputation is compromised by her engagement to master vampire Jean-Claude, Anita takes an
assignment from the FBI to track down a practitioner of dark voodoo who is victimizing women.

Vampire Master
Vampire hunter Gideon Green never intended to become a vampire's servant. But when Anwyn, a woman with whom he
shared an unforgettable night, is turned by a vampire pack, Gideon is forced into an uneasy alliance with one of the most
terrifying vampires he's ever encountered: the mysterious Daegan Rei. Daegan has a vested interest in Anwyn. As Gideon
and Daegan shepherd Anwyn through her dangerous validation with the Vampire Council, it's clear they must learn to trust
each other. But as boundaries erode, Gideon realizes he has become irreversibly changed-by a bond with the two people in
his life he can't survive without: vampires.

Vampire's Soul
Eighteen-year-old Raven was just an ordinary vampire until Fate chose her as the new vampire queen. And Fate has a
twisted sense of humor because it chose Rhyland Midnitegale as king, who just happens to be her sworn enemy. Raven isn’t
thrilled about ruling with Rhyland, but if she doesn’t step up to her title, the chaos, rebellions, and murders taking over the
vampire world will only continue to get worse. So she accepts the position, but secretly hopes that maybe Fate will change
its mind. She soon learns that being queen comes with many rules. Rules that bind her heart and soul to Rhyland in ways
she never imagined. Rules that keep her life out of danger from outside threats. Rules that she must follow or the entire
vampire kingdom pays the price. But dangers may be lurking close by, and Raven may be cursed with more than just the
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title of the queen.

Carve the Mark
A lost virgin vampire queen. Two vampire knights sworn to protect her. It's about to get very hot and bloody Ever since her
mother was murdered by monsters five years ago, Shara Isador has been on the run. Alone, scared, and exhausted, she's
finally cornered in Eureka Springs, Arkansas. Out of hope with nowhere else to turn, she's ready to end it all when two men
come to her rescue. They say she's a lost queen descended from Isis, and they're her Blood, vampire knights sworn to
protect her. It all seems like a crazy nightmare, until the alpha offers his blood. Then she realizes she's never wanted
anything more. Except maybe his body and his friend's, too. But they're not the only ones searching for a lost queen. Shara
must learn how to wield her new powers quickly and conquer her fears if she intends to keep them all alive.

The Lost Book of the White
Third in a national bestselling series that's been hailed as "erotica at its best."(A Romance Review) The daughter of two
vampires, Lady Daniela is considered aristocracy in the vampire world. Still, she has to fight for what she wants-especially
since what she wants is to depose a brutal territory overlord. For that she'll need the help of Devlin, a handsome, brave
human who inflames her desire far more than any man or beast. Even though she could easily lay her claim and take Dev
on as a fully marked servant, she resists the urge-especially since Dev is still tormented by something in his past. But when
her enemy makes an unexpected appearance, Dev surprises them both by yielding completely to his feelings for Danny and
showing her the devotion of a true servant-until she decides to take his freedom without asking

A Discovery of Witches
An Elusive Hero¿¿Vampires drink blood, they're superior to humans, and they're sexual Dominants. Every vampire knows
those truths. A vampire's human servant is property, plaything, pawn--and the only living being a vampire can trust.
Though she may own him, body, heart and soul, a human servant keeps a vampire from feeling alone in her dangerous,
political world. But Kaela has a secret. She's a vampire with a burning need to submit, to belong to a Master, and definitely
not a vampire Master, who will use the advantage for political or emotional domination. But what kind of human male will
consent to becoming a vampire's servant, a 300 year life of utter servitude, to be her Master behind closed doors? An
invitation to Eden offers her the chance to discover her elusive hero¿and indulge the bliss of surrender.

The Vampire Queen
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Joey W. Hill’s Vampire Queen novels “keep the pages turning, your imagination running, [and] your dreams carnally vivid”
(Bitten by Books). In her newest installment, a servant sentenced to death is sent into hiding and finds a passion she never
expected in her new protector… Groomed from birth to be an Inherited Servant and serve only the most powerful vampire
Masters, Alanna never resented her destiny. Then she did the unthinkable: she betrayed her Master to the Vampire Council.
Now death is her future, but until her Master is captured, she must be protected. The Vampire Council assigns her to Evan,
a vampire whose wandering lifestyle makes him the perfect guardian… Alanna’s training was for a vampire of power and
ambition, not for someone like Evan who lives in mountainside shacks and caves. Even his servant, Niall, is rough
mannered. But these two men are about to teach Alanna something her rigorous training never did: how to feel, how to
desire…perhaps even how to love. Then the Council captures her Master, and Alanna has no choice but to accept her
destiny. But Evan and Niall are no strangers to defying fate—and they will stop at nothing to make Alanna theirs forever…

The Mark of the Vampire Queen
On Solange's sixteenth birthday, she is going to wake up dead. As if that's not bad enough, she also has to outwit her seven
overprotective older brothers, avoid the politics involved with being the only daughter born to an ancient vampire dynasty,
and elude Kieran Black-agent of an anti-vampire league who is searching for his father's killer and is intent on staking
Solange and her entire family. Luckily she has her own secret weapon-her human best friend Lucy-who is willing to defend
Solange's right to a normal life, whether she's being smothered by her well-intentioned brothers or abducted by a powerhungry queen. Two unlikely alliances are formed in a race to save Solange's eternal life-Lucy and Solange's brother
Nicholas, and Solange and Kieran Black-in a dual romance that is guaranteed to jump start any romance-lover's heart. Even
fans of the genre who've seen it all will find a fresh read with kick-butt characters and family dynamics that ring true for all
brothers and sisters-vampire or otherwise. Look out for the other books in this series: Blood Feud, Out for Blood, and
Bleeding Hearts-out next year!

Vampire’s Embrace
His blood. His soul. His body. Hers for the asking… Lady Elyssa Yamato Amaterasu Wentworth is a centuries-old vampire
who’s been given a new servant – Jacob, a total alpha male unaccustomed to submitting to any woman’s wishes. What
really binds Jacob to her are not her sensual midnight hungers, but something far more provocative. It stirs her blood,
renews her life and awakens her soul like only true love can. The passion between Lyssa and Jacob yields something else
unexpected – a shared history that reaches back through the centuries and is fated to challenge their destiny like nothing
ever will again.
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Anne Rice's Vampire Chronicles An Alphabettery
When Las Vegas vampire killer Candace Steele is attacked by a member of the Board, an ancient, sinister, and powerful
vampire sect seeking revenge against Ash, the only way she can save her life is to become a vampire herself, but she soon
discovers that her lust for blood and for Ash's embrace threatens to drag her ever deeper into his seductive dark world.
Original.

Night’s Templar
His soul is hers for the asking, as the phenomenally arousing series continues. Sworn to obedience, compelled by loyalty,
and threatened with damnation for betrayal, Jacob is Lady Lyssa's vampire servant. But as Lyssa struggles with the powers
that have come alive in her paternal Fae blood, she is challenged by two deadly enemies.

Taken by a Vampire
The all-ages hit of the year is back with a new volume collecting even more algebraic adventures! What happens when Jake
the dog and Finn the human get a hold of Princess Bubblegum's time machine and travel into the future? Can you say
ROBOT FINN & JAKE? Find out more in this exciting volume! Collecting issues 5-9 of the smash hit ADVENTURE TIME comics
series by Ryan North, Shelli Paroline and Braden Lamb!

Elusive Hero: A Vampire Queen Series Novel
Nearly two years after the fall of Dr. Venjamin and Sangre Valley, Valerie Murray and her family have picked up the pieces
of their lives and begun over again on the white beaches and blue seas of the Caribbean. Valerie has her first lead role in
the community theater; her children are typical teenagers-John, moody and distance; Amelia has her first boyfriend; and
Harry . . . is, well, Harry. Life is anything but a paradise though. The family has become somewhat of a freak show among
the vampiric world. Vampires from all around the globe visit the island just to get a glimpse of the living vampires and the
woman who destroyed the evil doctor and his legacy. There are whispered rumors that Valerie is the legendary Vampire
Queen of ancient times, returned to unite vampires and humans under her reign-a title Valerie wants nothing to do with.
But when Dr. Venjamin's technology resurfaces and threatens not only Valerie's new life but the life of all vampires, she just
might be the only who can protect them.

Hearts at Stake
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From #1 New York Times bestselling authors Cassandra Clare and Wesley Chu comes the second book in the Eldest Curses
series and a thrilling new adventure for High Warlock Magnus Bane and Alec Lightwood, for whom a death-defying mission
into the heart of evil is not just a job, it’s also a romantic getaway. The Lost Book of the White is a Shadowhunters novel.
Life is good for Magnus Bane and Alec Lightwood. They’re living together in a fabulous loft, their warlock son, Max, has
started learning to walk, and the streets of New York are peaceful and quiet—as peaceful and quiet as they ever are,
anyway. Until the night that two old acquaintances break into Magnus’s apartment and steal the powerful Book of the
White. Now Magnus and Alec will have to drop everything to get it back. They need to follow the thieves to Shanghai, they
need to call some backup to accompany them, and they need a babysitter. Also, someone has stabbed Magnus with a
strange magical weapon and the wound is glowing, so they have that to worry about too. Fortunately, their backup consists
of Clary, Jace, Isabelle, and newly minted Shadowhunter Simon. In Shanghai, they learn that a much darker threat awaits
them. Magnus’s magic is growing unstable, and if they can’t stop the demons flooding into the city, they might have to
follow them all the way back to the source—the realm of the dead. Can they stop the threat to the world? Will they make it
back home before their kid completely wears out Alec’s mom?

Vampires Never Get Old
"Boundary-pushing Stories that stake a new claim on old tropes." —Publishers Weekly, starred review Eleven fresh vampire
stories from young adult fiction’s leading voices in this bestselling anthology! In this delicious new collection, you’ll find
stories about lurking vampires of social media, rebellious vampires hungry for more than just blood, eager vampires coming
out—and going out for their first kill—and other bold, breathtaking, dangerous, dreamy, eerie, iconic, powerful creatures of
the night. Welcome to the evolution of the vampire—and a revolution on the page. Vampires Never Get Old includes stories
by authors both bestselling and acclaimed, including Samira Ahmed, Dhonielle Clayton, Zoraida Córdova and Natalie C.
Parker, Tessa Gratton, Heidi Heilig, Julie Murphy, Mark Oshiro, Rebecca Roanhorse, Laura Ruby, Victoria “V. E.” Schwab, and
Kayla Whaley. An Imprint Book "Vampire fans, sink your teeth into this satisfying collection." —Kirkus Reviews

The Vampire Queen’s Servant
Betraying her Master to the Vampire Council, Alanna, groomed from birth to be an Inherited Servant, falls under the
protection of Evan and his servant Niall who teach her how to feel, to desire, and to love. Original.

The House of the Vampire Queen
Having discovered the double identity of the wealthy Transylvanian nobleman, Count Dracula, a small group of people vow
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to rid the world of the evil vampire.

Prince of Fools
An annotated cosmology of Anne Rice's Vampiredom from A(kasha) to Z(enobia)--all fifteen books of the Vampire Chronicles
detailed, by a longtime Anne Rice reader and scholar; the who, what, where, why, (and often) how of her beloved
characters, mortal and 'im', brought together in a book for the first time. Illustrated by Mark Edward Geyer. An Alphabettery
of Anne Rice's Vampire Chronicles gathers together, from all fifteen of the books in the series, the facts, details, story lines,
genealogies of her characters, vampiric subjects, geographical influences, and cultural and individual histories, all of which
Rice painstakingly researched and invented during her 40-year career--to date--through which she has enchanted and
transported us. Here are concise, detailed biographies of every character, no matter how central or minor to the cosmology.
Revealed are the intricacies and interconnectedness of characters and subjects throughout. We see how Akasha (Queen of
Egypt and the first vampire) is connected to Mekare (the inheritor of the title of the Queen of the Damned), etc., and how
these characters connect back to the darkest rebel outlaw of them all, Lestat de Lioncourt And we see, as well, the ways in
which Rice's vampires have evolved from warring civilizations to isolated covens to a unified race of blood drinkers led by
their hero-wanderer and sole monarch, Prince Lestat. For devoted and first-time Anne Rice readers alike, An Alphabettery of
Anne Rice's Vampire Chronicles will be the holy grail of lore and revelation for those who have been, and continue to be,
mesmerized by the worlds within worlds of these beloved tales of the undead.

A Vampire's Claim
First in a brand new series from the author of The Broken Empire Trilogy. The Red Queen is old but the kings of the Broken
Empire dread her like no other. For all her reign she has fought the long war, contested in secret, against the powers that
stand behind nations, for higher stakes than land or gold. Her greatest weapon is The Silent Sister?unseen by most and
unspoken of by all. The Red Queen's grandson, Prince Jalan Kendeth?drinker, gambler, seducer of women?is one who can
see The Silent Sister. Tenth in line for the throne and content with his role as a minor royal, he pretends that the hideous
crone is not there. But war is coming. Witnesses claim an undead army is on the march, and the Red Queen has called on
her family to defend the realm. Jal thinks it's all a rumor?nothing that will affect him. But he is wrong?

Tempting Raven
It's not easy being the worst vampire ever Tandi may have been killed by ghouls, but now she's a brand new vampire. And
she's determined to be the best. But determination can't take her very far when she won't even kill a deer for its blood. Not
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to mention she's not as subservient to her master--the Prince of Vampires--as she should be. Despite him being a dead hot
guy, and powerful enough to have broken free of the Queen's influence. Little does she know that the Queen of Vampires
wants her Prince back, and Tandi's about to get caught in the middle. Just as well the Prince is unusually protective of her,
even if she is trying to hide her developing feelings for him. Because when they're invited to a wedding, and the Queen will
plan Tandi's death there. And the crown-wearing vamp has several ways to do it. But Tandi is full of surprises herself. When
a disreputable cat turns up promising to help, together with the gorgeous Prince they hatch a plan. It's dangerous. Maybe
even deadly. But if everything goes just right, they might just have a chance. Of course, when does anything go just right?
Maybe being killed by ghouls wasn't such a bad thing after all. The Vampire Queen is the third book in the
Urban/Paranormal Wheel of Crowns series by Brandi Elledge. With the same quirky humour and sass as the first two books
in the series, you'll laugh as you're glued to the pages until the very end.

Adventure Time
Fourth in the "darkly rich"(TwoLips Reviews) Vampire Queen series. Escaping the depraved servitude of a vampire master
she killed, Jessica has found her way, with three nomadic guides, to the sun-baked desolation of the Sahara-only to slowly
perish. Then she hears the tale of Farida, an enigmatic beauty lost as well to the Sahara three centuries ago, whose ancient
desire for the legendary vampire Lord Mason is stirring the same desires in Jessica. But the more Jessica's fatal curiosity
reveals of Farida, the closer she gets to Lord Mason's irresistible and forbidden secret.

Nightfall
Ranch owner Quinn Pedraza has to find someone to run the saloon he won in a bet, but more than that, he needs a woman
who can handle his alpha personalityand closet submissive sexual cravings. When vampire Selene Torres arrives on the
scene, he gets everything he wants-and learns what he really needs. Inside Scoop: Quinn's BDSM journey is not for the faint
of heart and includes extreme sexual situations and dubious consent, as well as male/male scenes.

Dracula
Globally bestselling Divergent author Veronica Roth delivers a breathtaking fantasy featuring an unusual friendship, an epic
love story, and a galaxy-sweeping adventure. #1 New York Times bestseller * Wall Street Journal bestseller * USA Today
bestseller * #1 IndieBound bestseller Praise for Carve the Mark: “Roth skillfully weaves the careful world-building and
intricate web of characters that distinguished Divergent.” —VOYA (starred review) “Roth offers a richly imagined, often
brutal world of political intrigue and adventure, with a slow-burning romance at its core.” —ALA Booklist Cyra Noavek and
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Akos Kereseth have grown up in enemy countries locked in a long-standing fight for dominance over their shared planet.
When Akos and his brother are kidnapped by the ruling Noavek family, Akos is forced to serve Cyra, the sister of a dictator
who governs with violence and fear. Cyra is known for her deadly power of transferring extraordinary pain unto others with
simple touch, and her tyrant brother uses her as a weapon against those who challenge him. But as Akos fights for his own
survival, he recognizes that Cyra is also fighting for hers, and that her true gift—resilience—might be what saves them both.
When Akos and Cyra are caught in the middle of a raging rebellion, everything they’ve been led to believe about their world
and themselves must be called into question. But fighting for what’s right might mean betraying their countries, their
families, and each other. When the time comes, will they choose loyalty or love? And don't miss The Fates Divide, Veronica
Roth's powerful follow-up novel!

I Vampire!
The fifth book in the sensational series of "sizzling paranormal erotica." (Fresh Fiction) Joey W. Hill returns to the dark and
seductive landscape of her Vampire Queen novels as a desperate woman named Anwyn finds herself trapped between the
desires of two men, each with his own mission of the night: vampire hunter Gideon Green and vampire Daegan Rei. But
when Anwyn is attacked by a rogue bloodsucker, Gideon and Daegan must become allies in order to save the woman they
both love.

Fevre Dream
Book one of the New York Times-bestselling All Souls trilogy—"a wonderfully imaginative grown-up fantasy with all the
magic of Harry Potter and Twilight” (People). Now “[a] hot show that’s like Twilight meets Outlander” (Thrillist) airing
Sundays on AMC and BBC America, as well as streaming on Sundance Now and Shudder. Deborah Harkness’s sparkling
debut, A Discovery of Witches, has brought her into the spotlight and galvanized fans around the world. In this tale of
passion and obsession, Diana Bishop, a young scholar and a descendant of witches, discovers a long-lost and enchanted
alchemical manuscript, Ashmole 782, deep in Oxford's Bodleian Library. Its reappearance summons a fantastical
underworld, which she navigates with her leading man, vampire geneticist Matthew Clairmont. Harkness has created a
universe to rival those of Anne Rice, Diana Gabaldon, and Elizabeth Kostova, and she adds a scholar's depth to this riveting
tale of magic and suspense. The story continues in book two, Shadow of Night, and concludes with The Book of Life.

The Vampire Court
The newly crowned queen of the undead, fashion-savvy Betsy Taylor continues her reluctant reign while trying to uncover
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the truth about some troublesome family secrets. Reprint.

Cry of the Icemark
Big and bad enough to be any girl's nightmare-or her best dream everBeyond your grasp. Those are the three words that
come to mind, every time Ella sees Wolf at Club Atlantis. He earns the term Master, in and out of scene, yet there is
something deeper and darker about him. She wants to dive into that abyss.Wolf sees the yearning. But the submissive he
ultimately claims will become his servant, soul-bound to him for all eternity. Ella is a natural submissive, with an endless
desire to please. She's perfect for the role, really. Except Ella is a gift he doesn't deserve.However, vampires are wired one
way-to take what they want, no matter what their conscience tells them. Even Wolf isn't strong enough to resist his
natureor the salvation Ella's love offers.

Queen Takes Knights
In this stunningly original debut, go beyond the legend of Queen Cleopatra and discover a passion steeped in the bloodlust
of vampires… The year is 30 BC. A messenger delivers word to Queen Cleopatra that her beloved husband, Antony, has
died at his own hand. Desperate to save her kingdom, Cleopatra strikes a mortal bargain in exchange for Antony’s soul,
transforming her into an immortal—a vampire with superhuman strength and an insatiable hunger for blood. Leaving a trail
of fiery retribution, Cleopatra journeys from the tombs of Egypt to the ancient underworld in order to meet her husband
again. But to resurrect him, Cleopatra will need to challenge mythical beings with power beyond comprehension—risking
the fate of both this world and the next for a love that will not die…

Beloved Vampire
The Icemark is a kingdom in grave danger. Its king has been killed in battle, its enemy lies in wait, and its fate rests on the
shoulders of one girl. Thirrin Freer Strong-in-the-Arm Lindenshield, a beautiful princess and an intrepid warrior, must find a
way to protect her land from a terrible invasion. She will forge an extraordinary alliance of noble Snow Leopards, ancient
Vampires, and ferocious Wolf-folk. She will find unexpected strength in her friendship with a young warlock. And she will
lead her allies to victory with her fierce battle cry: "Blood! Blast! And Fire!"

Bound by the Vampire Queen
A brand-new Vampire Queen novel from the award-winning author who "never ceases to amaze." -Night Owl Romance As
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servant to vampire mistress Lady Daniela, Elisa is unwaveringly devoted-but she recoils at one shocking request: destroy
the untamed, undead children entrusted to her care. There is one desperate option: Malachi, a Native American vampire
who is a legend for his work with rehabilitating feline predators. And as Malachi struggles to control the young ones'
impulses, he opens himself up to those of Elisa-and the passion they share for the night could seal their fates forever.

Blood Fiends' Bane
Some treasures are best left buried. Sentenced to five-years' service as a soldier for a violent crime, Owen Toscovar now
serves the noble Dain family as a man-at-arms. Because he is large and powerful, most deridingly refer to the young man
as "Horse-Boy," believing him to be little more than a quick-tempered brute, a tool for violence. But Owen is far cleverer
than most suspect, and he bristles under his forced servitude, wishing to experience adventure and see the world beyond
his northern Duchy. Owen is about to get his desire. The Dains, a once proud royal family, have fallen into disfavor, but
their fortunes change when a deathbed confession reveals a shocking secret -- the location of the mythical longsword SightBringer. The magical sword was long believed destroyed in an apocalyptic battle fifty years ago that killed the terrifying
Vampire Queen, Serina Greywynne. Now, Owen will accompany the new young Dain lord and his sister on an expedition to
retrieve the holy relic. They will journey across an ocean and through a monster-filled swamp to the ruins of an abandoned
fortress long believed haunted by the ghost of Serina herself. But the legends are built on lies, and evil stirs in the
catacombs beneath the fortress. In the slaughter that follows, Owen must somehow protect the Dain bloodline from an
unholy evil, because if he fails, everyone he loves will die. Intended for a mature audience, Blood Fiends' Bane is the first
book in the Vampire Queen Saga, a dark, gritty tale of sword-swinging-action, blood-curdling horror, and selfless duty in the
face of unspeakable evil. Author William Stacey is a 2014 Amazon Breakthrough Novel Award Quarter-Finalist. Buy Blood
Fiends' Bane today!

Eternal Hunger
Loss left them only rageUntil they found each other Cai doesn't want to be with anyone. He doesn't want a damn servant,
he doesn't want to be associated with damn vampires. Rand just wants to forget his human side, stay in his wolf form and
find a satisfying and hopefully violent, bloody way to bring it all to an end. But when a young female vampire's life is at
stake, the Vampire Council drafts Cai to enter a dark world he never wanted to visit again. Rand is too honorable to let him
go alone, and the only way that can work is if he's Cai's fully marked servant, bound to the vampire for all eternity. So fate
decides these two lost souls need each other. Even if they have to tear each other apart to figure it out.

Lycan's Blood Queen
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A life she didn’t plan… From the author who “defies all cliches of the genre”, comes a new standalone book in the Vampire
Queen series… It's 1941, and Nina signs up to serve with the Australian Army Nursing Service in Singapore. What happens
to her when the city falls to the Japanese will shatter Nina all the way to the soul. But fate seems determined to give her
more than she can bear. When her twin sister dies in a car crash, Nina is informed that she must take her place as an
InhServ, an Inherited Servant, groomed from childhood to serve a vampire master. Even as she rages against her fate, she
is baffled at Lord Alistair's insistence on having her as his servant. But that's not the most confusing thing about her new
Master. The ways in which he commands her surrender to him lead her to a terrifyingly different understanding of her will
and her dreams. By binding herself to him, can she become whole again, but in a way she never expected?

Vampire Instinct
Vampire Lord Andrew Bennett tries to stop his former lover, Mary Seward, Queen of Blood, and her group of evil vampires
called The Blood Red Moon, as they try to take over the world.

Dead Ice
Aaron George Randolph, ruling King of the Lycans, is hell-bent on revenge for his mother's brutal death at the hands of
Vampires. But when a suspicious student takes up resident on his turf, he can't help but be drawn to her despite knowing
what she is.Taken into custody by the ruling family of Brookedge, Mia's life is complicated by the whole different world of
mythical creatures living among humans. Now she must survive the impending civil war between old rivals, all the while
learning about her true self and the power she holds. Torn between the nature of who she is and the overwhelming desire
for the Lycan king, her choices are minimal.What begins as vicious hostility changes into defying desire as Aaron and Mia
are brought together by an unforgiving grudge that miraculously blooms into something unexpected that neither knew they
needed.With the war on the rise and a powerful enemy at the head of it, will their feelings for each other heal them in time?
Or will they be forced to part ways and deny each other what was fated to be?

Vampire Trinity
A THRILLING REINVENTION OF THE VAMPIRE NOVEL BY THE MASTER OF MODERN FANTASY, GEORGE R. R. MARTIN Abner
Marsh, a struggling riverboat captain, suspects that something’s amiss when he is approached by a wealthy aristocrat with
a lucrative offer. The hauntingly pale, steely-eyed Joshua York doesn’t care that the icy winter of 1857 has wiped out all but
one of Marsh’s dilapidated fleet; nor does he care that he won’t earn back his investment in a decade. York’s reasons for
traversing the powerful Mississippi are to be none of Marsh’s concern—no matter how bizarre, arbitrary, or capricious York’s
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actions may prove. Not until the maiden voyage of Fevre Dream does Marsh realize that he has joined a mission both more
sinister, and perhaps more noble, than his most fantastic nightmare—and humankind’s most impossible dream.
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